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Entrepreneur

Biography
Arman Sadeghi is the creator of the Titanium Success Method, which has helped thousands of people reach
peak performance. His interest in personal development stemmed from his own experiences as a young adult.
Arman was perplexed by the fact that many individuals attained massive success quickly, as he had, but lacked
happiness and fulfillment as well as those who attained success in specific areas but lost it quickly. This began
an obsession with discovering the secrets and tools that allow individuals to succeed at a high level in every
area of life while enjoying the process and maintaining the results for life. For the last 22 years, Arman has
focused on learning, creating and sharing the tools that allow individuals to attain success at the highest levels
on a consistent basis while enjoying daily fulfillment and happiness.
In the areas of financial abundance, weight loss, fitness, intimacy, relationships, time management,
entrepreneurship, spirituality, career, family and true happiness, Arman has developed some of the world’s
most advanced techniques. His revolutionary and unique approach is one that brings together his “4 pillars of
mastery” which are knowledge, subconscious support, proven tools and conditioning. While many books and
programs focus on giving individuals knowledge, Arman believes that approach only addresses 25% of what is
needed for consistent success! All of his work, including live events and private coaching, revolve around the
concept that individuals attain mastery only when they have the knowledge but also the subconscious support,
proven tools and consistent conditioning required for true mastery. He holds 3 annual 3-day events Called
Titanium Live where individuals can attend and learn what it takes to live life at its peak.
Arman attended 2 years at Harvard Medical School, and has a degree in Neuroscience and Molecular & Cell
Biology from University of California Berkeley. He has established and grown nearly twelve companies in
various industries and currently plays an active role in five. One of the companies, All Green Electronics
Recycling, has over 120 employees and was recently ranked as the 366th fastest growing company in the
United States by Inc. Magazine.

Industry Expertise
Environmental Services, IT Services/Consulting, Education/Learning

Areas of Expertise
Business, Coaching, Success, Telecommunications, Recycling, Green

Education
Harvard Medical School

University of California, Berkeley
Bachelor's of Arts Molecular & Cell Biology (Emphasis in Neuroscience)
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